Management
Types
Taylor Barnes
The Sales Machine

The
Controller

The one who
needs you to copy
them on every
email

The Heavy Org
chart person

Reactive in nature,
responds before
they think

Emotional – will
praise well and
criticize well

Great people
manager

Teammates know
this manager cares
a lot.

Rules are not to be
broke. Process will
never be broken,
however long it
takes.

If I do it as the
boss, you better
do it too.

Over
communicator.
Over Process.

Sets tons of
Meetings. For
everything.

Gets
overwhelmed.

Gets upset when
they don’t feel
they’re being
helped.

Jealous when
colleagues
perform and
receive praise

Can feel
threatened if
someone
encroaches

When we’re in
season, the coach
performs.

The Coach

In the off season,
you might not see
me

Contest Driven

Big campaign fan.
Short bursts of high
energy.

Works hard for a
couple months.
Then cruises for
couple months.

Mostly babysits his
team.

Not very strategic.

Wants to be more
strategic as a sales
manager, a bit
embarrassed they’re
not

Makes up for this
lack of strategy with
massive bursts of
energy

Territorial about his
team. Has tough
time with changes,
such as a team
member moving to
another team. Takes
personally.

Protective over role.

Has Ego

Sarcastic in nature.
There’s no crying in
baseball.

Canned answers for
lack of performance –
work harder, get in
earlier, make more
calls, activity breeds
activity

Reminds folks
they’re in
management

The Story
Teller

Overly positive.
Annoys some people.

Relies on memory
versus structured
organization

Goes with the flow if
energy is good. Right
or wrong

Struggles with
process, but respects
and wants it

Regurgitates
information and
updates without a full
understanding of the
real story

Can exaggerate

Has ego

Confident until boss
kills idea

Gets excited too
quick

Is self conscious

Wants to be the
person that fixes
everything for his
reps

The Bullet
Dodger

Hands off
management
style

Acts more of a
team lead

Great at sales

Won’t have face
to face tough
conversations

Will email
anything
important rather
than talk about it

Doesn’t like to
present

Unorganized

Goes with the
flow with
everything

Low stress 90%
of the time. Very
high stress 10%
of the time.

Can be irrational
and insensitive
when things are
bad

Only will over
communicate on
high priority stuff

Minimal
communication
during business
as usual

Often forgets to
follow up or
drive an action
item further

Sink or swim
mentality

Gossips a lot

Important to be
the cool guy /
tough guy

Complainer

Leans on the
negative, doesn’t
want to talk about
the positive

Will rarely praise

Kind of a martyr
when anything
goes sideways

Stubborn

Funniest and most
fun guy in the
room. Everyone
wants them there

Great salesperson

Great opportunity
chaser

Limited balance in
home and work

The Marine

